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To thrive in the foreign exchange market, one must first hone the skills of an experienced trader and

an informed investor.The hard truth when it comes to trading in this bear and bull market is that

statistically, 80% of retail investors lose their initial investments because they are either ignorant of

or oblivious to the substantial risks involved with FOREX trading, and the delicacy by which the

market must be navigated.Donâ€™t become part of the 80%. Instead, take the time to educate

yourself on the complexities of the foreign exchange market before you begin to invest. Arm yourself

with the information you need to make practical and informed decisions to maximize your

profits.Learn the ins-and-outs of the foreign exchange market with this practical guidebook: Forex

Trading: A Simplified Guide to Maximizing Profits, Minimizing Losses and How to Use Fundamental

Analysis & Trading Techniques to Thrive in a Bear and Bull Market.Packed with up-to-date

information on the state of the market and how it operates, this guide presents FOREX trading both

candidly and clearly from the perspective of the retail investor, so that you can get the information

that you need to be successful in an easy-to-understand manner.Hereâ€™s what to expect in the

guide:What FOREX trading isWhy you should trade FOREXHow to get started tradingTechnical

analysis of the marketThe FOREX calendar and why itâ€™s importantPractical money management

tipsTips and tricks for finding the right brokerThe ten big no-noâ€™s in FOREX tradingAnd much,

much more!Donâ€™t be a statistic. Make an investment in your future by educating yourself on how

you can maximize your profits in the foreign currency market. Get yourself a copy ofForex Trading:

A Simplified Guide to Maximizing Profits, Minimizing Losses and How to Use Fundamental Analysis

& Trading Techniques to Thrive in a Bear and Bull Market today!
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FOREX Trading: A Simplified Guide To Maximizing Profits, Minimizing Losses and How to Use

Fundamental Analysis & Trading Techniques to Thrive in a Bear ... For Beginners, Forex Trading

Strategies) is a guide to how to trade in a Forex market. I've never actually done a lot of a trading,

especially not on this level, but I found it to be incredibly interesting material anyway because I like

to learn about new things and see how markets like this can work.I was shocked to find out so many

people lose money during their investments but I suppose it makes sense. Some people have to

lose so others can win so thoroughly. This guide laid out a lot of strategies and tips and tricks

people can use in Forex trading to keep from losing their investments, and the potential to make

money along the way is pretty amazing.I don't know if I ever will do any Forex trading, but I have to

say that if I ever take the plunge and do something like this, then I'll be turning back to this book for

help!

I like to play in the forex markets myself and pick up new books when theyâ€™re released for new

trading ideas.The title leads you to believe that this author will share with you HOW to use

fundamental analysis and trading techniques however this section includes vague, basic ideas

about fundamentals, technical analysis and swing trading â€“ certainly not how to THRIVE in a

bear/bull market. Regards to the 10 donâ€™ts, I donâ€™t particularly agree with some of them

either.How in the world is this receiving 5 & 4 stars? Iâ€™ll give it 2 stars because it doesnâ€™t have

those annoying back links and other crap in it (other than her books which are probably just as

average as this one).

The forex also known as foreign exchange market is the largest market of all markets in the world.

Contrary to popular belief, with retail investors taking interest in foreign exchange, the forex market

is ever so increasing in size. In the forex game, many investors are able to build and scale up in

their wealth statures fairly quickly. On the same token, careless individuals lose all of their money



just as easily and fast as they have earned their cash. The Forex, or foreign exchange market is

where the value, or purchasing power of each and every currency is determined. Most people may

be unaware, but everyone and anyone who has exchanged from one currency to another has

participated in forex. I recommend this read to anyone who desires to invest or learn more about

forex.

I long wanted to start the Foreigh Exchange trading but just find myself confused everytime I look at

the chart, i get headaches. That's what drove me to buy this book because I wanted to learn how to

trade currencies. And as a beginner, I am thankful to the author because he made the contents

easy to understand and easy to comprehend. Now I am confident that I have enough knowledge to

start this new venture.

Simple guide to understanding the ins and outs of FOREX trading. This book is suitable for even the

novice who knows little or nothing about FOREX trading. It's simple and well explained. It provides

detailed explanation on the advantages and disadvantages involved in FOREX trading, the regular

terms one would encounter and emphasizes proper analysis.I would recommend this as a very

useful guide.

This was a big help for me. Currency trading techniques you can bank on! Forex trading can be

remarkably lucrative--and complex, confusing, and risky. Too many investors dive right into Forex,

suffering big losses. If you want to trade currencies successfully, read this book, take your time, and

plan accordingly. The $4 trillion Forex market will be waiting.

This guide on forex trading opened a lot of new to me. It opened such information about forex

trading that I did not know before, it gave me more tips on how to get started trading with forex, I find

out much better the technical analysis of the market, and of course I found out practical money

management tips which are really very important. Recommend this helpful book.

Foreign exchange trading can be tricky, with the fluctuating markets and such. I have always tried to

switch my euros to dollars, Thai baht, and Costa Rican dollars effectively when I traveled to those

countries. Interesting concept. I think that if you use these instructions and know what youâ€™re

doing, you can make a lot of money.
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